The premier choice for immediately replacing missing teeth may be dental implants. Ask your dentist about how dental implants may give you the closest thing to beautiful, natural teeth.
Who Suffers From Missing Teeth?

Everyone who has missing teeth risks suffering from physical hardships. You should know that these experiences are not uncommon. In fact, a large percentage of the U.S. population is missing all teeth by age 65.1

Are you facing losing most or all of your natural teeth and are you concerned about a change in your appearance? Do you know someone who is already missing teeth and struggles to eat, speak and otherwise socialize with an ill-fitting partial or denture?

What Can Be Done To Help Those With Missing Teeth?

Whether a person has already lost teeth or might lose teeth in the future, dental implants may offer an immediate, long-term solution. Dental implants may allow you to avoid the negative emotions that having missing teeth can sometimes cause.

It is now possible for many patients to have their missing teeth replaced the same day as their teeth are removed or otherwise lost, through a procedure called DIEM™. DIEM allows you to return home the same day as the procedure with replacement teeth that look and function most like natural teeth.
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What Are The Benefits Of Replacing Teeth Immediately?

Replacing teeth immediately with DIEM™ may help preserve oral bone and gum tissue, resulting in dental implant restorations that look and function most like natural teeth. Also, immediate teeth replacement may mean reduced treatment time and that you may never suffer from the embarrassment of having missing teeth.

Who Is A Candidate For DIEM?

Only your dentist can say for sure, but a person may be a candidate for DIEM if he/she:

- Is determined to be in excellent overall health
- Has good oral health and good oral habits
- Has sufficient quantity and quality of oral bone and gum tissue
- Does not want to wait to have functional and attractive teeth replacement therapy

To find out if you are a candidate for immediate replacement of missing teeth with DIEM, ask your dentist today for an evaluation appointment. Only your dentist can recommend the best treatment option available to replace your missing teeth.